Company overview

Respira International is an impact-driven carbon finance
business. Our high-quality verified emissions reductions
allow corporations and financial institutions to mitigate their
environmental impact.
Respira channels private capital into climate solutions, ensuring long-term
relationships with trusted carbon project developers that enable our clients to use
predominantly nature-based solutions to build sustainable, climate positive businesses.

Why Respira?
•

Assurance: Respira sources projects directly and conducts its own due diligence ensuring quality, integrity
and local impact. All projects are certified to the highest standards and align with Respira’s values.

•

Long-term relationships: Respira uses its balance sheet to support project developers through long-term
offtake agreements. This provides projects with the resources they need to expand and buyers the ability to
lock-in future prices and build business resilience.

•

Experience: Respira’s team combines a 30+ year track record in global financial markets with a deep
understanding of carbon project development in leading international conservation organisations.

•

Product innovation: Respira’s suite of products extends from bespoke portfolios of carbon credits to carbon
hedging and insurance solutions – allowing clients to manage and hedge both reputational and carbon
price risk.

•

Nature-based solutions (NBS): The conservation, restoration and improved management of land and
water can provide up to one third of the necessary carbon mitigation for global climate targets.1 NBS make
up the vast majority of Respira’s portfolio.

1

https://www.pnas.org/content/114/44/11645#:~:text=Natural%20climate%20solutions%20can%20provide,to%20below%202%20%C2%B0C
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Carbon markets

Added value

We are at a major tipping point for carbon
markets, which are now entering a sustained
upward trend.

Demand for verified carbon credits is increasing
fast as corporations commit to net-zero targets2.
There is also a continued push for companies to
address nature loss3 and sustainable development
within their value chains.

The voluntary carbon market is an effective
means to reduce net carbon emissions by driving
finance to projects that deliver independently
verified emissions reductions. It also enables
companies to achieve ambitious climate goals
by complementing their internal decarbonisation
strategies with the purchase of carbon credits,
used to offset their currently unavoidable
emissions.

NBS help to mitigate climate change as well
as bringing about positive and measurable
economic, social, and environmental benefits to
local areas and people. Buyers of these types
of carbon credits are able to advance climate,
nature4 and sustainability targets, through
tracking positive impacts to the SDGs.

2

https://www.forest-trends.org/publications/state-of-the-voluntary-carbon-markets-2021/

3

https://www.businessfornature.org/

4

https://www.nature.org/en-us/newsroom/carbon-market-review-findings/
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